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IMAM HASSEN CHALGHOUMI INVITES CHRISTIANS AND JEWS LEADERS FOR
IFTAR IN DRANCY
SYMBOLIC DINER OF BROTHERHOOD AND PEACE

Paris, Washington DC, 15.06.2016, 14:46 Time

USPA NEWS - Imam Hassen Chalgoumi of Mosk of Drancy, organized in the beginning of Ramadan an Iftar dinner by inviting leaders
of the three monotheistic religions French, CRIF, CFCFM, representatives, rabbis, imams, priests, politicians, who responded to the
invitation of the Imam of Drancy "Peace & Fraternity'

A SYMBOLIC DINER OF BROTHERHOOD AND PEACE GATHERING CHRISTIANS JEW AND MUSLIMS-------------
Imam Hassen Chalgoumi of Mosk of Drancy, organized in the beginning of Ramadan iftar dinner by inviting leaders of the three
monotheistic religions French, CRIF, CFCFM, representatives of Christian Monseigneur Francois Claverolim president of France
Protestants, who responded to the invitation of the Imam of Drancy. Among rabbis, imams, priests, some politician leaders attended
the Ramadan Diner, such as Jean-Christophe Lagarde, Mayor of Drancy and MP of St Denis and Valerie Pécresse President of the Ile
de France Region, and other artists, celebrities of television of sport and cinema.------------------
This dinner is a unifying act of solidarity sending a message of peace and brotherhood in these times of amalgam, just after the attack
has the bomb Istanbul for a time clarify misunderstandings and contribute softness in this sacred period young for Muslims. "This
fellowship is so embodied and represented in recent times. In this Iftar (Breaking u young Ramadan) this meeting is an opportunity to
mark the brotherhood and friendship of peoples. When you see here that the Yezidi are tonight and oppressed here of all backgrounds
are represented This is marked by hope. Imam Hassen, explicit underneath his message through the dinner of brotherhood, targeting
terrorists: "What we want to say to the barbarians is that we do not bend to these barbarities. On the eve of an international Ramadan,
we believe has the situation in Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan and elsewhere. and we are sure with the Belgian ambassador to make a tribute
to the victims Belgians "

“MARHABA“� MEANS “WELCOME“� IN ARABIC, DECLAIMED IMAM HASSEN CHALGOUMI
The Imam then Chalgoumi welcomes the media who fiat moving tonight "He noted the international media foresee tonight as the
French media Arte, Saudi Arabia chain, Dubai TV and USPA channels to relay the message that solidarity resists.--------
He then announced and will take place a march in September 2016 to link Paris has Molenbeck 14 day for the victims of terrorisms
that key Paris and Brussels this year. "You can not touch it in September in a row walking Molenbeck to Paris 14 days of all faiths and
others will provide support during the march of the Brotherhood. Tonight you play from the mosque in Drancy, here, and this is not only
a value or a concept, but a Republican idea. This march is in official papers, and she's really alive and that's your look back tonight
which attests. Thank you for your presence and to live with as much ardor.
See also article : BELGIAN PRIME MINISTER CHARLES MICHEL CONDEMN HATEFUL COWARD ATTACKS IN BRUSSELS THE
TOLL IS HEAVY IN ZAVENTEM & MAELBEEK - See more at: http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-7456/belgian-prime-minister-charles-
michel-condemn-hateful-coward-attacks-in-brussels.html#sthash.KGc48LXx.dpuf-------
The Imam then addresses a particularly "Our leader and Secretary General of the CFCM, Mr. Zekri, dear friends, Valerie Pecresse,
and Rabbis. I had the honour to see my friend President of CRIF, and training imamats I wish that the growing across the Farce. Hope
and also the most important message is not to disclose the fear the fear of the other is said “Marhaba "(which means in Arabic:
WELCOME). He then apologizes protocol "but there is a human touch." The protocol in question consisted of limousines arrived by
successive drop guests and photo calls that followed in the crowd to capture the moment, two hours prior to the 22h time of breaking
the fast, ie before Bedrooms su sun. Besides the start of Iftar is triggered by the call to prayer very dictate taking the mosque in
Drancy, near the stadium and the place where the big draw was a chance for the dinner, unusual in France ...

IMAM OF DRANCY ANNOUNCES START OF THE BROTHERHOOD BETWEEN PARIS AND 14 DAYS IN SEPTEMBER
MOLENBECK------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The journalist Mathias philosopher orchestra by the evening of words taken some sharp prompts the dinner breaks are consuming at
the same time after the guests. The dinner consists of harira, typically Moroccan soup of Ramadan, as well as dates and vegetables,
carrots with cumin and egg bricks recalling the origins of some of Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria. Among my neighbours, two Muslim
Iranians and the 15th Imam of Paris and Paris 11 th, jewish actors in television and a journalist at TV Canal



Plus.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Mr Francis Kalifat, the new President of CRIF, which will make its official position on June 29 speaks at the solemn moment and thus

very symbolic, the "Adan" call to prayer announced breaking the fast: "I wanted to express our gratitude this invitation in a pious verse
that I let you find in the Bible on the expectation about the a'abri and latent. This invitation makes sense within all religions to make
sense, in the sense of experimentation, by smell, the gulf and sense as meaning and direction. This meeting we requisitioned to make
sense also in this country. Fraternity is dear to the French It is the turn of Abdallah Zekri, President of the National Observatory against
Islamophobia and representative of the CFCM, made desalination coming from Nimes.
"This is the first time you invite a head of the CFCM and this is the first time that a representative of the CFCM said yes to the
invitation, and I am tonight. I said that we can be different and have different opinions but in Islam we are all against terrorism and
therefore we condemn it. And we have to sit between Muslims and between Muslims to discuss around a table. I can not accept you
assault someone because he is Jewish or because he is Muslim. The acts have become increasingly violent since the terrorist acts
and I think we must work together with Jews and Muslims and will pass the one and the other and even the Christian graves were
desecrated their cemeteries. They do not even respect the dead more. Mr. Zekri concludes with a provocation to es politicians: "I ask
the political and also the media to stop with the controversy about Muslims and others ... What Jean-Christophe Lagarde, mayor of
Drancy and MP of the 5th district of Seine Saint Denis immediately after replied: "the communities were scattered and a common
future will Jewish and Protestant and Catholic University ca happened quite naturally for some and others have learned to know each
other. Or some crazy group of Israeli Palestino took the problem to take control del primer Drancy. And it is the State which organized
the worship of Muslims in the mosque. We see these barbarians who used religion to make anti Islam propaganda.
"----------------------------------------------------------------
Before know here we need also to better know the Muslim religion to understand the secular in our neighbourhoods and cities. Version
Islamophobia to challenge secularism, gold is needed as the state better control freedom of religion, which is a fundamental right and
the ability to change your mind which must be defended. By sharing a meal together which is why we are here today and we need to
find better Islam, often there hostage religion. Policies have rather due to open (CFCM secretary to the opposition because I think we
as political leaders rise and twice as victims are often Muslim. No one, nor nobody or even not barbarism will stop us to continue to
fight. "
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